
First Up Cleaning Services LLC
and Independent Contractors
Cleaning the World Together



About Us

Purpose

First Up Cleaning Services LLC is a professional cleaning com-
pany founded in 2015. We have built an enviable reputation with 
a view to becoming a leading provider of residential and com-
mercial cleaning solutions. Our services are aimed at solving the 
mild to heavy sanitation management challenges being faced in 
today's living environment.

Our vision is to become a leading cleaning provider for 
families, corporate organizations, and communi-
ties. This is the reason we recruit qualified and 
professional individuals like you, to perform 
as independent contractors in service to 
our esteemed clients.

We acknowledge that independent con-
tractors are crucial to our customers’ 
satisfaction. It is our desire to have happy 
customers that are satisfied with our 
services  - happy customers are repeat cus-
tomers,... the soul of any cleaning business.

Enlisting the assistance of independent contractors 
helps increase our customer base, expand our catchment areas, 
and create both growth and stability. In view of this, we offer one 
of the best set of terms to our contractors. 

Customer Satisfaction



We strongly believe that having independent contractors on 
board greatly aids in sustaining our company, causing us to 
thrive and operate efficiently. The results are witnessed as 
reduced overhead costs and a solid reputation.

Sustainability 

We recognize the importance of dedicated and industrious con-
tractors in helping to realize our overall goals - includ-

ing profitability, which cannot be attained without 
their support. We strive to achieve our target 

profit projections by focusing on increasing 
the number of satisfied customers while 

utilizing goal-oriented contractors.

Profitability

Growth and expansion can only be 
achieved by the support of motivated 
contractors. We've created suitable 

terms and conditions for us to work 
together in pursuance of our goals. Our 

eventual  plan is to grow our customer base 
and expand to areas beyond the metropolis.

Growth and Expansion



We've put in place training and re-training programs to position 
our contractors for excellent service delivery and high levels of 
professionalism in the accomplishment of their duties. The train-
ing facilitates the use of modern techniques available in the 
industry.

We make necessary and state-of-the-art resources available to 
accommodate the performance of duties with ease and safety.

Resources/Facilities

Advisory roles are offered to our contractors, which not only 
boosts self-confidence, but also allows them to demonstrate the 
skills and the professionalism they have acquired in the cleaning 
industry.

Advisory Roles

Training

Responsibility



We're determined to work hand-in-hand with independent con-
tractors to guarantee excellence that can not only be seen in our 
company but also in their individual performance. Our objective 
is to achieve synergetic results with contractors that share our 
vision and mission. 

Professional and unequaled customer service delivery is our top-
most priority, and we sponsor a helpful and encouraging plat-
form for every contractor interested in making our company and 
society better with first class cleaning solutions.

Commitment



Incentive and Opportunity

Are you an independent contractor searching for the opportu-
nity to achieve your potentials? 

Are you passionate but need a platform to improve your 
capacity and become better?

Your worries are over! Our company gives contractors the oppor-
tunity to become company employees after a six-month proba-
tionary and training period, which would not only increase their 
commission benefits but also give them the ability to manage 
their own contracts and individual contractors. 

The company will also provide them with specialized training in 
certain cleaning aspects, if they desire, such as green cleaning, 
HAZWOPER and mold remediation services. This will allow them 
to seek more job contracts in these areas - More capacity means 
more revenue.

Contact a company employee or customer service for more 
information.



Rewards

Working with First Up Cleaning Services LLC guarantees you an 
increase of knowledge regarding modern and state-of-the-art 
cleaning methods and a sense of accomplishment. In addition, 
independent contractors receive financial bonuses given for 
referrals on confirmed contracts, as well as contracts they close 
on behalf of the company. However, the contract must be consis-
tent in duration for at least three months for this to apply. 

Need more information or clarification? Get in touch and speak 
to a company representative or customer service for further 
information.

At First Up Cleaning Services LLC, we want people to be their best. 
Join us today and begin to propel your career upward.



Contact Info: 

First Up Cleaning Services LLC

405 RXR Plaza 
Uniondale, NY 11556

(718) 340 - 3323
(516) 200 - 6345

Find out more about us at:
www.firstupcleaning.com

"We're there first, to get the job done."  


